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Chapter 248 Unsolvable Hypnosis

It was the first time Bob saw Nyla like this.

In Bob's impression, Nyla was always full of energy.

"What happened? Is it about Ceres?"

Bob found a café in the airport waiting room and ordered Nyla a cup of coffee.

Nyla held her head and sighed.

"I really made a big trouble this time!"

"It was about Ceres's hypnosis?"

Nyla nodded solemnly, "It was not easy for me to find my teacher. I told him about Ceres, but he told me that even he could not

solve it."

"Isn't your teacher the world's top hypnotist? He is unique in the world. How can he still..."

"I'm not lying! My teacher is indeed the world's top hypnotist, the world's strongest hypnotist."

After Nyla finished speaking, her tone became low again, "He said that hypnosis could not be abused. Especially there must not

be two more people who hypnotize one person at the same time. If it has appeared, then this person is very likely to be..."

"What will happen? Tell me!" Bob was anxious that Nyla stopped at the most important part.

"This person will be a psychological disorder and lead to psychological illnesses. It is very likely that he or she will commit suicide

or even kill someone."

Nyla told Bob what her teacher had told her.

Bob looked at Nyla in surprise and could not say a word.

Nyla was also very painful these days. She had been blaming herself these days.

"Johny must kill me if he knows that, right?" Nyla stared at Bob.

"What do you think?" Bob snorted.

Nyla could guess it, "It's all my fault! I shouldn't have acted on a whim and shouldn't have been created by Kirs! That bastard

actually set me up!"

Bob did not know what to say. After all, things had already happened.

"What else did your teacher say? Is there really no solution?"

Nyla was stunned, and then she shook her head.

"My teacher said that she can't be hypnotized anymore. Otherwise, she will suffer a mental breakdown and accelerate her

mental disorder, causing her to commit suicide or kill others. The only hope now is that she has a strong heart that can digest all

the memories and illusions by the hypnosis."

Bob was a little confused.

Seeing Bob like that, Nyla explained, "Hypnosis can make people lose a part of their memories. Of course, it can also create

some. However, the memories created are like a person having a dream, and they are not so real. Sometimes the hypnotized

can't take them seriously because these memories are illusory."

Speaking of this, Nyla sighed deeply, "This is too difficult, and now we don't know what kind of hypnosis Kirs did for her. I think

that Kirs will not say it even if he dies."

Bob also suffered a headache, "But now, Ceres hasn't changed much."

Speaking of this, Bob suddenly frowned. Nyla also noticed and asked, "What did you find?"

"No, I just feel that Ceres has been a little strange recently. She has agreed to get married to Johny, but in the end, after a few

words from Kirs, she turned her attitude. Now, she has been hostile to Johny."

Nyla pounded the table with her fist, "This bastard! He must have beautified himself in Ceres' memory. He must have erased bad

things and deepened the impression of good things, so Ceres has unconditional trust in him!"

"Then what can we do?"

Nyla shook her head, "There's no way. I said that we don't know what he did exactly. Even if I know, I don't dare to do hypnosis

because she can't bear it."

"What if I tell her everything about hypnosis?"

"Absolutely not!"

"What will happen?"

"This will lead to self-doubt and mental breakdown," Nyla replied decisively, "there was once a person who knew that he was

hypnotized. He was in a mess and directly jumped down from upstairs. Even if it was someone who received hypnosis actively,

we can't tell him or her that he or she is hypnotized unless it is absolutely essential!"

Bob was silent.

There was no solution to this problem.

"Then what should Ceres do now?"

"As time goes by, she will slowly recall those erased memories, which would overlap with those after hypnosis. The real and fake

scenes in her brain would come at the same time. She will slowly hallucinate and doubt herself, and then one day she will go

crazy..."

Nyla lowered her head like a child who had done something wrong.

Seeing Nyla like this, Bob couldn't bring himself to blame her, "I'll talk to Johny about this. You don't have to talk anymore. I'll go

and see what Johny's attitude might be first."

"You don't need to. I will tell him myself. I also accept it if he wants to kill me."

After saying that, Nyla stood up and slowly walked out of the café.

She felt guilty over Ceres. She had betrayed her friend, and she felt worse than anyone else.

Bob did not chase after her but went directly to Eagle Group.

He told Johny everything that Nyla had said. He also said that Nyla was very guilty.

Johny listened and sat on the chair. He was very angry that his hands clenched into fists, and his veins bulged.

"Johny now is not the time to blame anyone. The most important thing now is to find a solution. I've already told Ruby, and he will

help us to find it."

Johny picked up a document from the table and said, "Take a look at this first."

Bob picked it up and looked. He immediately frowned, "The new product of the Cosmos Group has not been released for long. Is

it going to be listed soon? Isn't it too fast?"

"If my guess is correct, Kirs should have used the research and development results from the chip we had lost before. He is so

unscrupulous because he knows that I can't do anything to him because of Ceres."

"Asshole!" Bob slammed his fist on the table in anger.

Ceres was already in Kir's hands. He even grabbed research results from them. But they had no way to deal with him.

"What are you going to do?" Bob turned around and looked at Johny.

Johny's fist slowly loosened, and he seemed to relieve a little.

"Take things as they come."

"What about Ceres?"

"Proceed as planned."

From the very beginning, Johny was already prepared to throw away all their memories and start anew.

'As long as we can be together, what is the importance of those memories?

'I will throw away all the memories of the past with her!'

"Johny, have you ever thought that giving up Ceres would be better for her?"

If he completely gave up Ceres and never appeared before him, she could be with Kirs so that she would never recall the erased

memories.

This might be the best choice.
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